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Galaxy main site
(http://usegalaxy.org)

Public web site, anybody can use

~500 new users per month, ~100 TB of user data, 
~130,000 analysis jobs per month, every month is 
our busiest month ever...

Will continue to be maintained and enhanced, but 
with limits and quotas

Centralized solution cannot scale to meet data 
analysis demands
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Local Galaxy instances
(http://getgalaxy.org)

Galaxy is designed for local installation and 
customization
✦ Just download and run, completely self-contained
✦ Easily integrate new tools
✦ Easy to deploy and manage on nearly any (unix) system
✦ Run jobs on existing compute clusters

Especially useful for sensitive data
✦ can secure data and abide by regulations



Move intensive processing (tool 
execution) to other hosts

Frees up the application server to serve 
requests and manage jobs

Utilize existing resources

Supports any scheduler that supports 
DRMAA (most of them)

Scale up on existing resources



Running a Production Server

Use a real database server: PostgreSQL, MySQL

Run on compute cluster resources

External Authentication: LDAP, Kerberos, OpenID

Load balancing; proxy support

https://bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-central/wiki/Config/ProductionServer



Lack IT knowledge or resources?

No problem, just use the Cloud
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Cloud Computing

network accessible compute resources that can be 
rapidly acquired, configured, and released on demand 

Infrastructure as a service

Compute resources provided and configured on 
demand compute nodes, storage, network

Public commercial: Amazon Web Services, Rackspace, ...
Build your own: Eucalyptus, Nimbus, OpenStack, ...



When to use the cloud?

Limited informatics expertise or infrastructure

Extended or particular resource needs

Cannot upload data to a shared resource

Need for customization

Have oscillating data volume



Deploying Galaxy on the AWS Cloud
http://usegalaxy.org/cloud

1. Open an AWS account (only once)

2. Use the AWS Management Console to start a master 
EC2 instance 

3. Use the Galaxy CloudMan web interface on the 
master instance to manage the cluster



2. Start an EC2 Instance

14



3. Configure Your Cluster

15







Can use like any other Galaxy instance, with 
additional compute nodes acquired and released 

(automatically) in response to usage



Share a snapshot of this instance





Automation

Cloud instances include all tools available in main 
Galaxy and more

Tool installation and configuration, image creation, 
etc, all completely automated and extensible

Same automation approach can be used for 
configuring tool dependencies for a local Galaxy

VM image with tools (not data) also available, 
currently at http://usegalaxy.org/vm
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The Problem

You have written a Python script to analyze 
genomic data and you want to share it with 
command-line averse colleagues



The Galaxy Solution

Solution: Integrate the script as a new Tool into your 
own Galaxy server

Steps:
✦ Obtain and install Galaxy source code (GetGalaxy.org)
✦ Write an XML file describing the inputs and outputs 

and how to execute the script
✦ Instruct Galaxy to load the tool



Adding your Own

Write or download a command-line executable

Determine number and kind of
✦ Input and Output Datasets
✦ Input Parameters

Construct a descriptive tool configuration XML file
✦ Write a wrapper script, only if required



Tool Configuration

Tool Action - Default tool action should be adequate 
(Upload tool uses custom tool action)

Tool Command 

Inputs
✦ Action - Used by datasource tools
✦ Parameters 

Outputs

Help 

Tests



A Basic Tool





Input Parameter types



Datasets and Datatypes

All datasets are associated with a Datatype
✦ File format
✦ Type of Data: genomic intervals, sequence, alignment
✦ Hierarchical structure useful for inputs
✦ Automatic conversion possible
✦ Metadata

datatypes_conf.xml and lib/galaxy/datatypes

https://bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-central/wiki/AddingDatatypes



Adding your Own Display Application

Define An XML configuration which describes how 
and where to present the data to the External Web 
Application
✦ Static
✦ Dynamic - display options can be loaded from a file

Inform Galaxy about the new display by adding to 
the appropriate datatype in datatypes_conf.xml

https://bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-central/wiki/ExternalDisplayApplications/Tutorial



Static External Display Application



BAM at UCSC



Dynamic External Display Application



You added a tool, now what?

Share it with the community!

Galaxy Tool Shed
✦ Upload and Download contributed tools
✦ Rate and provide comments and feedback



1 2 3 ∞

http://usegalaxy.org

http://usegalaxy.org/community

Galaxy Tool 
Shed

...

Galaxies on 
private clouds

Galaxies on 
public clouds

...

private Galaxy installations

private Tool Sheds



Get and Contribute Tools

http://usegalaxy.org/community



Develop and deploy:

http://getgalaxy.org

Try it now:

http://usegalaxy.org  

Come do cool stuff, contact us at:

http://wiki.g2.bx.psu.edu/News/Galaxy is Hiring

Opportunities for collaboration, positions for
postdocs, researchers, software engineers

http://galaxyproject.org
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Download and Install

GetGalaxy.org
Requirements:
✦ Linux / Mac OS
✦ Python 2.5 - 2.7
✦ Mercurial (hg) for downloading (preferred), tar.gz 

available
✦ Internet connectivity for setup of dependencies

Follow directions: http://GetGalaxy.org 



Adding a Tool

GetGalaxy.org/wiki
Requirements:
✦ Have or write a Command Line executable
✦ Determine inputs and outputs of tool
✦ Write XML description of tool
✦ Instruct Galaxy to load tool

Follow directions: http://wiki.g2.bx.psu.edu/Admin/
Tools/Add Tool Tutorial 



Deploying Galaxy on the AWS Cloud
http://usegalaxy.org/cloud

1. Open an AWS account (only once)

2. Use the AWS Management Console to start a master 
EC2 instance 

3. Use the Galaxy CloudMan web interface on the 
master instance to manage the cluster


